Mechanisms of deep brain stimulation.
High frequency electrical stimulation by means of electrodes implanted into the brain (deep brain stimulation; DBS) recently has become an accepted technique for the treatment of several movement disorders and in particular for Parkinson's disease. Because the effects produced by DBS are similar to those produced by making a lesion in the same region, it has been proposed that the overall effect of DBS is to inhibit the neural activity in the region stimulated. However, whether this is actually the case is presently not known, but various mechanisms have been proposed in an attempt to explain how DBS could mimic the effects of a lesion. We describe the various mechanisms that have been proposed to account for the inhibition or disruption of the pathologic outflow by high-frequency DBS, ranging from depolarisation block to stimulation-evoked release of gamma-aminobutyric acid and describes preliminary findings that show that stimulation within these structures can result in inhibition.